INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
ABOUT ITB

Established in 1920 as Technische Hoogeschool te Bandoeng (TH), Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB) stands as Indonesia’s premier technical education institution. Over a century, it has evolved into a top engineering university with global recognition and accreditation. ITB pioneers advancements in science, technology, and the arts, boasting internationally accredited study programs and a conducive academic environment. With a diverse teaching staff and cutting-edge facilities, including laboratories, libraries, and web-based learning systems, ITB fosters collaboration and excellence in education and research on a global scale.

• Multicultural, Globally Linked
• Growing-Dynamic Nation with Potentials
• Entrepreneurially Inclined Business Education
• Diverse Faculty Members
• Linked to Local Communities and Companies

Given the learning environment, track record, and reputation, ITB is confident in offering a diverse range of undergraduate and postgraduate programs to prospective international students from various countries.
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2023
#1
Bandung as the Student City in Indonesia for the affordability in Indonesia for Engineering and Technology in Indonesia for Sustainable University

#13
QS Asian University Rankings - South Eastern Asia 2024

#256
QS World University Rankings 2025

MULTI CAMPUSES

4
Ganesha Campus
Jatinangor Campus
Cirebon Campus
Jakarta Campus

more than
120,000
Alumni

more than
200
International students took programs at ITB annually

Several study programs at ITB have opened classes and international pathways for foreign and local students.

International Class in Undergraduate program

International Track in Undergraduate program

12 Faculties/Schools
1 Graduate School
131 Study Programs
30,245 Students in 2022

1,447 Academic Staff
195 Professors
111 Expertise Groups

401-450
Asia University Rankings 2024

1201–1500
World University Rankings 2024
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Students in 2022

120,000
more than
Alumni

International Networks

ITB is a member of multiple networks or associations that opens an expansive gateway of opportunities for our students, propelling them towards a truly global educational experience.

ASEA-UNINET, AIMS, AUN / AUN-ACTS, AOTULE, ATU Net, ASAIHL, FICEM, GE3, GTI, Consortium, PAIR, PARE, SATU, SEATUC, SALT, UCMSR, UKICIS
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
INTERNATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

ITB International Undergraduate Program is an educational program that requires students to be active in various global academic activities. Students taking part in this program will experience the atmosphere of international education. This program is open for both Indonesian and foreign citizenships students.

https://admission.itb.ac.id/info/international-undergraduate-program/

INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAM

Designed to be completed within two years for Master's Program and three years for Doctoral program, ITB offers a dynamic and efficient pathway to expertise, with a strong academic ethos, fostering the ability to conduct independent research and make significant contributions to the realms of knowledge, engineering sciences, or arts and humanities.

Master programs

https://admission.itb.ac.id/info/program/

Doctoral programs

https://admission.itb.ac.id/info/pendaftaran-international-program/

INTERNATIONAL INBOUND EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Exploring Challenges and Advances with ITB in Science, Technology, and Art with the local uniqueness experience of Indonesia:

- Full semester package
- Short-term program package

https://admission.itb.ac.id/exchange/